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CHAPTER 1: INTROOUCTJON 
1.1 Project background 
Malaysia History Makers has been foreseen as educational software on pr mment 
Malaysian from the past and present. Bliss (1999) define educational software a type 
of software that being developed in order to fulfill modem and interacti e educational 
needs that help students, teachers, and also academic interests learn om thing 111 a wa 
more interactive, fun besides applying intere ting method . 
Those important people (leading Malay ian ) are am ng R al , Prim M1111 t r , 
Political Makers, Business Makers, Military Maker , ntertainment Mak r and 
Makers. Those who are Ii ted a hist ry maker in thi f w re, ar fr m th car f 
1957 until today. One main reason the history make were elected from I 7 nw rd 
because 1957 is the year of Malaysia's independenc , perhap there m r 
information and selection on local history makers wa d cum ntcd and al n b 
retrieved. 
They may browse the entries via a very u cr-fri ndly intcrfa c. 5Wfim 
was developed to be an interactive educational oftw, r . ' that, rt al pr id am 
and quizze in order to upp rt learn in be idc nhance u er und tan l 1ht 
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1.2 Project Benefits 
The benefits of the projects are indicated below: 
a) By adapting this software, the information regarding Malay ia Hi t ry Mak r 
can be studied through the use of the historical resources and they can be 
represented by the use of interactive multimedia application. Furthermor , a 
photograph and biographical profile will be enclo ed for each hi tory maker . 
Users are able to learn more about local hist ry rnak r 111 m r intere ting and 
interactive ways be ide earchin for book and article in Ii rary or ar ht , 
(common manual method). 
b) Malaysia History Makers 'oftware can be an importance to educan n in Mala ra 
besides contributes to Malaysia's history resource . b th 
development of the software, it will undeniably enh nee ur c 
resources that can be very useful for future ne d and referen e . u rd al 
can easily learn more about part of our c untry' hi tory pc if II ut h 
the history maker contri ute their ackn wlcdgcd ff rt, t th unt •, 
development. Be ide , th ilware will ha the apabihn is t fo ·t111'1t 
secondary school student need n their h1 to 11 a a m] Ii. h · cl 
the electr nic library f' r h I und •r marts h I pr ' .1111 
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c) The project had its own value on historical contents; therefore it could enhance 
the local content in electronic preservation. 
d) The project also explores the opportunity to expose us for developing oftware 
package by using multimedia technology and the various tools that are needed t 
fulfill the whole projects requirements. 
e) Provide a cost-effective learning a a D-ROM w uld c st relati ely le than a 
book besides improve the features of computer oftware available ( pe iii II in 
local market) by providing a learning package th t r chc t pe pl with 
different learning styles and kill levels. 
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1.3 Project Objectives 
The projects aim is to develop software that gives benefits to all the users specifically on 
history education in interactive ways of learning. There are several objectives to be 
accomplish in achieving this project goals: 
a) To design and develop interactive educational software that contain information 
on Malaysian prominent historical figures. 
b) To design an interactive graphical user interface with th ba re tru tur f th 
graphical user interface (GUI). 
c) To develop an efficient brow ing features that will brin capabilitie m rder t 
retrieve needed information 
d) To create accurate, comprehensive conten 
the selected Malay ian hi torical figure . 
n 
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1.4 Problem Statements 
Defining the problem domain is essential in any research and development, 
especially in the early stage. The problems identified determined the focu of the 
research and how it will be conducted. The following problems identified in this pr ject 
contribute to the development of the software. 
Traditional teaching of history disregards the use of historical source . n the 
other hand, the use of not clear and consequently not comprehendible hi t ncal term 
limits the ability for the students to under tand the r al nature of the hi t rical kn wt d 
and leads them to form an unscientific percepti n f what hi t ry i 
al,1999). 
rt nad u '' 
The scarcity of materials on local history information re ardin 1 cal hi t 
makers leads to the developments of this software. Whether in printed r el ctr me 
version, the information needed can be rarely fl und. B th ftwar 
unconditionally will explained the terms 'Who is Wh in Mala ia'. 1 h term la mt 
the importance and contribution t the c untry. 
The project purpose t provid variety rel ctr m f rm t n ht t n · I ur • 
will contributes to the succe n l I. Ba d n H ' 
h ar ittm ah) c rnpul 
for PMR (Penilaian Menengah R ndah are r iquir d l pr 
Local Hi tory Re car h. Th r f r , thi 
all cl 
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1.5 Project Scope 
Jeffrey, Kevin (2000) indicated that scope defines boundaries, of a project, 
includes the expectation of a project. To be more specific, in this case, what part of the 
software is to be studied, analyzed designed, constructed, implemented and ultimately 
improved. 
a) Users 
The software openly use for general (public) that include all kind rage , ack r und 
etc. Basically, the users are the educational c mmunit pecificall wh ne d 
information on local history makers. 
b) Information 
The contents of information in this software include history n I cal c nten nl . 
Besides, the contents just based on historian (hi tory maker ) th t re p pl ht 
contents narrowed the scope of thi project. ime pace are given in rd 
contents within limit. The software inforrnati n c nten merely w1th111 th 
until now. The history makers before 1957 (they ar r M la ia's Ind p 
will not be included in the entrie . 
ar r I 7 
c) 'earch pti n 
The oftware giv pti n t th u ·r. t brows th· mtn s lJ · ·1. ml bt b n irn • 
d ·cl 
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d) Functional requirements 
It also has the capabilities to print the documents. Interactive quizzes beside photo and 
audio elements are provided as part of functional requirements. 
e) Language 
The Malaysia History makers Software use English language as the language application 
as the Malaysian government encourages the use of ngli h language pe if ally n 
education. Furthermore, indirectly able to make tuden became familiar in ngli h 
Language usage and from an early age. 'o tha when they r ach d f r high r du ti n 
they won't face much difficulty e pecially when dealing with r fr nee b k that ar 
mostly in English Language. 
7 
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1.6 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Project requirements are every tools, hardware, software and aids required to 
develop a software package in all its project development stages (Mandanis, 2000). In 
this project, the requirements are: 
A personal computer with the following software installed:- 
a) Macro media Flash MX 
b) Paint and Adobe Photoshop 6.0 (creating and editing graphic ) 
c) Adobe Image Ready 
d) Sonic Foundry Sound orge . (audio editin ) 
e) QuickTime 4.0 (video editing) 
Other hardware requirements> 
a) A compatible personal computer with at least Pentium 2 MHz pr r 
b) At least 64 MB RAM, with at least 110 hard di k pac 
c) 16 bit sound card 
d) Speaker 
e) Microphone 
f) Printer 
g) 'canner 
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1.7 Project ScheduJe 
In order to achieve the project objectives, a project schedule is planned to manage the 
time taken for each task. The schedule has been divided into 7 stages; Project Proposal, 
System Study, Requirements Analysis, System Design, System Development, valuati n 
and System Testing and also the documentation. 
Figure 1.1 presents the project schedule for the development of Malay ia i tory 
Makers-:M.fi:M. software. 
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1.8 TerminoJogy 
The terminology used in this chapter are as listed below: 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 
CD-ROM 
electronic library 
electronic preservation 
functional requirements 
Graphical user interface (G I) 
historical figures 
Macromedia Director 8.0 
Macromedia Flash MX 
QuickTime 
Smart school program 
Sonic Foundry SoundForge 
t I 
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1.9 Chapter 1 Summary 
Chapter I briefs on the fundamental understanding of this project. It explains the 
background of the study. The Malaysia History Makers software are much needed and in 
great demand with the fast transition of mankind into the cyber world of bi . The 
Malaysia History Makers software is like an answer to the government's vision for 
locally developed educational software to cater for the smart school programme. 
The project purposes are delineated in thi chapter. It further indicate the 
problem statements and the project scope. The Malay ia History Maker ftware 
requirements are indicated and the project schedule planned is pr ent d. he chapt r 
ends with the terminology used in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Literature review is an evaluative report of information found in the literature 
related to selected area of study. In this project, literature review include writings on 
case study, thesis reports, articles, books, and also annual reports on educational 
software. Review of existing software will presen selected educational oftware that 
has several similaritie to this educational software. 
Five educational. software pecifically on hi tory ha en ho for thi pur o d. 
The software are: 
1. KAST ALlA Software (software for Greek's High-School Hi tory & Art 
11. Black History Software - Black History in America 
111. Complete US History (1500-1895) 
iv, History Channel: The llis Island xperience oftwar 
v. The Complete WWU Collection, xpres dition 
During the information searching, everal rneth d w re u arn all th• 
information needed. earch n ines uch a o l'l ' LI. 
search related t pies. yw rd that wer us ·d hrl " tu· \11 nnl 
oftwar " "interactiv ' 
ftwar ", du u nal 
software" tc. M ta earch •t1 ine w r • al b •n u: ·d h 'tl Ill 
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search for existing related software, Amazon.com were used for that purposed. 
Amazon.com offers various kinds of products such as books, software, apparel, 
magazines, etc. includes personalized recommendations. 
2.2 Previous Writing on Educational oftware 
2.2.1 Historical Background on Educational Software 
Rushby (1983) cited by 'harles Albert P. . (I ) indicated that the m d I f 
learning process has been developed in the early 192 ' by ducational p y h I gi and 
this has continue to the present day. These models were us d as a ba i f r pr zramrned 
instructions (PI). PI consists of text divided into a number of fram each f 
information to be read, questions to be answered, the correct an wer and the in tructi n 
on how to proceed to the next frame. PI was used on a large cale in th Am n n arm 
during the second world war. Just after the end of the war in the early I fir t 
true "automation" of programmed learning began. Page of th t t t c I mt r 
turned by mechanical device (Rushby , 198 ). 
arty computer assisted instruction wa ba d n th mput r ta in r tlu 
mechanical function. As the capacit f c mput rs ha' rown th 
computer functions in educati nal s flwar ha han d, T d 
to develop multimedia edu ati nal Ilwar '. Thus, a natu 
US I' 
began which ontain and ontrol th pr 1 ·nt \It n f mt a. ·11 lu tt nnl Imm 
l l 
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2.2.2 Educational Software Development 
Development and use of educational software has increased due for demand for 
in-company training at multinationals and big national companies, to large national 
programs for formal education for several countries, and to emerging perspectives in the 
free market for educational software and entertainment products. ometimes the market 
for expensive strategic products, e.g. aircraft, telephone systems, military equipment, 
information systems produces a demand for educational software to train empl yee t 
use or maintain the product. 
The most essential aspect of educational software is interactivity. Th u of 
information technology to upport teaching, training learning, entertainm nt and 
education in general emerged several decade ago. Many claim about the relative value 
of the educational software have been made. Alth ugh it ha been diffi ult t pr ve th 
advantages of educational software over conventional teaching, training and learning i 
use has increased anyway and many attempts have been made to develop educati nal 
software products for different subjects. 
Developing educational software started within traditional in tructi nal departm n 
and universities. The required expertise n hardware and oftwarc wa upph d 
individual amateurs. Today, develop in education I . oftwar i al. o 
information system develope ; with the r uir d xperti e on 
instruction technology being supplied by individuals c n ider d t nors' 
or "consumer ". In both extr mo case and all 1t1.111t 
for devel ping educati nal oftwaro u . full rnmurn 1t1 n und 
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between the different disciplines involved. Moreover, this problem has increased due to 
the new multimedia features modern computers can support. 
2.2.3 Pedagogy of an Educational Software Learning Environment 
Educators today realize the rich potential that software technology can offer in 
terms of pedagogy for the purpose of teaching and learning especially in education that 
requires learners enhancement in knowledge and skills. he unique feature f 
educational software today, as powerful tools for information manipulation have led to 
high levels of expectation on the part of educational community. 
The special features educational software that can support variou form of 
information manipulation lead to the expectation t many u er that th ftwar 
technology will substantially contribute to the teaching and learning proce , utilizin th 
current pedagogical approaches. Hanizar, Zuraidah (2002) indicated that the current 
pedagogical approaches that support learning processe require the active inv I m nt f 
the students in the construction of knowledge, their intera ti n with pe r and expert, th 
adaptation of instructions to individual needs and new way f r th e rn nt f tud nt 
knowledge and learning. It is xpected that th dev I pmental pr c f ·du au nnl 
software would be based on thi approach. 
The tudent i the mo t important u er f du ati nal 
didactic style the r le of th student was "d 
m d rn tyl f pen I arnin tud ·rH c n 
role h wi he to play. She i · fr o t nu 1 at th u h nn 11 
In tradrn nul 
d ·tail In lh' 
1 I ss 111tt u 
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components of an educational software package she is interested in and it may be applied 
as a personal tool to support learning whenever wanted. 
Successful assimilation of technology will depend on the individual increased 
awareness about the relevant essential features of the educational software technology for 
the development of the appropriate teaching practices. It is quite natural that the 
characteristics of such a transition will lead to various stage of evolution that will 
generate new educational software models and trends that are based on substantial 
educational needs and requirements that can support both current and future pedag gical 
approaches. 
2.2.4 User Interface Design on Educational 'oftwar 
The interface is the visible personality of software. 1t bridges the gap betw en the 
programming that makes the software work and the human u ing the flware. Int rf 
design does not happen in a vacuum. It i only part of the pr ce of pr du t d ign 
and every phase of that process affects every other pha 
The essential aspect of educational oftware i interacti it . , du nu n ti 
software can be regarded as an area where educational de ign and u er int rfa d 1 n 
meet. For this reason it is intere ting t de cri e th comp n n , .ha t n ti ' and 
technique u ed in devclopin ducation I softwa thut ar mh · 1t d fr Ill \J h: ·ell us r 
interfac ( ' l) and multimedia dcsi n, 
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Two languages are involved in this interface, one for each direction of 
information. One language is expressed via actions on input devices. The other can be 
expressed visually through graphical objects and text, and aurally through tones and 
synthesized words. 
Interface design in educational software plays a crucial role in how learner 
interact with the educational content, and consequently how they acquire knowledge and 
what knowledge they acquire. The results showed significant achievement differences 
among students who used different interface tyles. Interface technique uch a 
'scaffolding' and gradual removal of visual teed back can promote reflective cogniti n and 
improve learning. 
Direct manipulation graphical interfaces hould be u d with care in the c nt 
of interactive educational software learning environmen . 1 he c n enti n I int rf e 
design guideline calling for easier interaction and exertion of minimal cognitive load doe 
not necessarily apply to educational environments. Be ide , inclu 1 n f gr und 
music and visual aesthetics can make a learning activity more enj ya le. 
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2.2.4.1 Principals of Interface .Design on Educational Software 
The point of an interface is to allow the user to interact with the software without 
having to be reminded that he or she is working with a machine. Everything interface 
designer did, therefore, should contribute to making the users' lives as plea ant and easy 
as possible, at least while they are using the software. 
The principles of interface desi n are the guidelines that should be kept in mind 
while designing any user interface. There will be time when, the de igner will str tch 
these guidelines, but for the most part, especially if the de igner are n w t interface 
design, designer should follow them. 
The three principles of interface design ar : 
(1) know who the users are; 
Designer need to know who they are designing for in order to effectively meet the need 
of the audience. Designer can find out about users by creating u age pr file a detai I d 
profile of audience, including as many demographic factor a may be rel ant) and ta 
profiles (Once the designer have profil d the audience r us r ba e f r th 
must profile the tasks tho e users will need to perform. Task anal 1 
creating a matrix matching different u r types with a Ii t f ta k , placin a mar 
the intersection of each task a given u er type will need to p rf rm 
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(2) use appropriate design guidelines; 
There are established guidelines for the field of design. These apply for graphic design, 
interface design, and interaction design. The designer, should be consistent, be flexible, 
give feedback, provide task closure, be forgiving, recognize users' limitations, and 
support the user's internal locus of control. 
(3) remember the user. 
Everything that designer do, everything that was design, should be based on the need of 
the users. Designers are not designing for them elves- they are designing for the people 
who will sit down in front of the software and try to use it. Remember that they are ther 
to do certain tasks, and the d signer make it diffi ult, the u er will n tu the. flwar , 
{ 
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2.3 Review of Existing Educational Software 
2.3.1 KASTALIA Software (educational software for Greek's High-School 
History & Art) 
Description of the software: 
The software offers the students a computer supported learning environment 
suitable for historical subject representation and leads them to the formulation of 
arguments and reasoning contexts for constructing their own narration. It provide 
historical data, a variety of tools (note-pad, sketch-pad, glo ary, virtual mu eum data- 
base search and processing tool) for the elaboration of historical urces and a j b- rca 
for the study of chosen topics of knowledge d main through scenario , a ti iti and j 
incorporated, by the authors or by the teacher, in the educational software. 
Additionally, this software supports network communication for cooperati 
work between students or teachers in the same or different scho I . Th ftware 
features: 
).- lnstructional material that contains historical ur e : 
l. Fragments of acts of Ancient Greek author , te f n w t ht t mans ' 
approaches, historical term and io raphie . 
2. Images f Ancient finding (p ts, in in ripu fl , buildui s ·ul tu 
Hi t rical map' 
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Figure 2.1: Sources' windows, use of note-pad 
Figure 2.2: Virtual museum and show-case of Corinthian coins 
» Tools categorizes in: 
1. Study tools for historical material elaboration, information searching and keeping notes 
like the note-pad, the sketch-pad, the glossary. the virtual museum, the studen 
workbook and the data-base search tool. 
2. Instructive tools distinguished in: 
- Instructional scenarios that are referring to topics und arc upportcd b nett 1t1 and 
jobs either proposed by the software or created by the teacher. 
- Tools for software enrichment with new source. or. · nario: 
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3. Network tools for communication and elaboration like electronic-mail, text chat, 
application sharing. 
);;>- Job area 
that has been designed in a way that resembles the «historian's table», the area 
that carries all the features for performing the elaboration of historical source within a 
familiar to the students environment. 
The topics comprehend the study of the Archaic world using the historical ource 
consists of: 
1. Archaic Corinth - Mediterranean commercial city 
2. Archaic Athens - the foundation of democracy 
3. The Archaic Corinthian and the Archaic Athenian art 
2.3.1.1 Evaluation 1 
Users will found out that this software i rather unint r tin t be apph d f' r 
such a long period of time. The interface are to much text, which c ntarn t mu h 
information that led to compactness. There are lack in audi element , b id ' th 
of uninteresting mu ic. The int rfacc contain I' arurnau n ff· I th t brin · t tau· 
environment to the ftwaro. 
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2.3.2 Black History Software - Black History in America 
... 
Light , ....., __ __,, _ 
- -· Blac~ 
Figure 2.3 Black History Software Package 
Description of the software: 
By interacting with the facts and trivia contained in this software, students will be 
motivated to research the stories behind these facts, the spirit behind the information, and 
the power within that knowledge in order to gain a deeper understanding of how the past 
has shaped the present and the present continues to shape the future. The topic 
categories comprehend (parts of selected interesting topics): 
a) Famous Black American Authors 
b) Civil Rights Leaders 
c) Black American Inventors 
d) Civil Rights Legislation 
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Users are able to learn as play the game format learning packages, consists of: 
a) Pop Quiz - multiple choice 
b) Match-Mate- matching 
c) Wheel of Money- a timed quiz 
d) Paired Squares- a memory game 
2.3.2.1 Evaluation 2 
On the very first sight, user will found out that the selections of foreground and 
background color of this software are somewhat unattractive. The choices of color are 
not harmonious. Plus, the information in the software was not complete at all. Perhap 
because this software was developed for children used. 
2.3.3 Complete US History (1500-1895) 
· igur 2.4 ompleto US History (1500~189 ) Pn 
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Description of the software: 
Complete U.S. History (1500-1895) combines three interactive, comprehensive 
software programs on the historical beginnings and growth of the U.S., from the founding 
of America to the Wild West experience. The software teaches history interactively 
through a multimedia platform, using movies, role-playing, historical photographs, and 
other primary source materials. 
In Founding of America, experience the true colonial experience y role-playing 
four different characters with unique background and goal in life a American . he 
role-playing simulation covers American history from 163 through 182 , and th 
decisions user make as chosen character are ba ed on real Am rican hi tori al h llcng 
of the time period. 
The Colonial period of American history comes to life with Th Colonial Am ri a 
Encyclopedia. Filled with biographies, detailed descriptions about c Ionia! life, map 
videos, audio narration, and primary source materials, ev ry inch of col nial lift i 
uncovered through an interactive platform. This in-depth oftwar program f II w tJ1 
birth of America's original 13 colonies, through the Revolutionary War, and up t th 
formation of the Union. With the Wild West Enc clop dta, expl r h1ng fr m 
Lewis and 'lark's expediti n to the Pacific N rthw st t the battl at Alarm and th 
building of railroad . hi ti le feature a huge llccti n f hi t ri al ph t .11 h • rd 
clips, and primary reference materials on the Wild W • t ra 
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The software features: 
a) Learn the historical beginnings of the United States 
b) Videos, role playing, and historical photographs 
c) Biographies and detailed descriptions 
d) Maps, videos, and audio narration 
e) Follows the birth of America's original 13 colonies 
2.3.3.1 Evaluation 3 
The characteristics of maps are somewhat intere ting. It i ood to have map p rtaining 
to that era specifical.ly. Although the interface are good and u er friendly but the 
software is completely a game. Its educational value doe not live up to what i prorm ed 
on its cover, very misleading. The primary resource material was not clear. 
' 
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2.3.4 History Channel: The Ellis Island Experience Software 
Figure 2.5: History Channel: The Ellis Island Experience Package 
Description of the software: 
This interactive documentary integrates extensive archival footage, original 
documents and artifacts, glorious photographs, poignant remembrances of people who 
passed through Ellis Island, and interactive video vignettes that allow users to 
experience first-hand the trials and triumphs of immigration. Th • Ellts Island 
Experience captures the drama of the greatest migration in human history. 
There are five fascinating chapters to explore: The People of America, Th Old 
World, The Voyage, The Golden Door and The Land of Dreams. • ch chr ptcr .ontum: 
as many as 40 sections, consisting mo tly of narrated slide shows, vid ota d first hnnd 
accounts of immigrants and digitized im ges of histonc memo brliu. 1 he content nd 
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overall presentation ts accurate, well-balanced from an editorial perspective and 
professionally done. Features include the ability to search by keyword, a glossary of 
terms and access to a special web site that includes a chat room and occasional web 
casts of historians. The features consists of 
a) Over 2 hours of video, including exclusive original footage 
b) Interactive video vignettes, allowing users to experience the immigration process 
c) Compelling first-person accounts of the immigration experience, recorded by the 
Ellis Island Oral History Project 
d) Hundreds of rare historical documents, artifact , and photograph 
e) Fully searchable content with Save and Print capabilitie f r text, imag , and 
transcripts 
2.3.4.1 Evaluation 4 
It is fun to just click a mouse and hear the sights and sounds of the experi nc 
the millions of people who arrived America through His Island fr m 18 2 t I 
There's a lot of information here, but, more than that it i an ex pen en e. r h rd 
the sound of the steamship whistle saw rare film · and ph s f the imm: 
listen to oral histories, learn about the Old World and it p litical uph al , th 
challenges the immigrants faced, the whole story f immi rati n. 
Perhap it wa the intent of th pr gram, it irnpo . i I f r th us ·r t 
logical order. Ju t clicked awa in a varier far whr h k 'Pl p 'nm u1 t d , · 
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and deeper layers of historical fact and insight. Some of it could be absorbed quickly, 
such as the wonderfully interactive portion where a short re-enacted film shows 
immigrants walking up to inspectors. There are other parts though that require a lot of 
reading and patience. 
The easy navigation on this software allowed user to click on the things that 
interested them the most But, user will find that the musical score in the background 
was rather brooding and distracting. 
2.3.5 The Complete WWII Collection, Express Edition 
Figure 2.6: The Complete WWU Collection Package 
Description of the software: 
The omplete WWII ollection, sxpres dition contain thre indrvidual titles 
0 
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that were selected for their high-quality content and ease of use. The first title, Warbirds, 
is a complete drawing program that includes drawing and editing tools, scalable 
typefaces, a special collection of famous aircraft, and more than 1 ,000 general-purpose 
clip-art images and special effects. A drag-and-drop clip-art viewer allows the user to 
select images from dozens of libraries and drop them in the drawing area. The sound 
effects database includes clips of flybys, special effects, air raid sirens, machine guns, 
explosions, and antiaircraft fire. 
The History of World War Il includes a narrated chronology that cover the major 
battles of the war. Each entry includes a dramatic photograph of the even and many 
have original film footage and related items. Also featured in thi pr gram i a e tion 
on the causes of the war chronicling the major events in urope and Asia that led t 
global conflict. Finally, test knowledge with WWll Shootout an interactive trivia am 
on the greatest conflict in history. More than 500 questions on WWU are contained on 
this CD-ROM, and cover everything from the war in urope t the great battle in th 
Pacific. The features in this software: 
a) CD-ROMs on the greatest conflict in history 
b) Narrated chronology covering the major battle 
c) Photographs of the events and ori inal film foota e 
d) Complete drawing software with special WWll feature 
e) Test know! d e with WWII Shootout 
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2.3.5.1 Evaluation 5 
There is not enough information in the software. Those are not stated in detail. For 
more efficiency in narrating the events, the software should contain virtual maps. So 
that the user are able to imagine the real events clearer. 
2.4 Analysis from Existing Software. 
From the existing software, an analysis has been done to compare the feature 
within. For this purpose, 10 software has been chosen for the comparison betwe n the 
features provided. Not only on the market software, the oftwar dev I p d by tudcnt 
from student's previous thesis proposal also been selected. 
Five selected software from the market; KAS1 ALLA ' ftware iedu ati nal 
software for Greek's High-School History & Art), Black History oftware, omplete 
History (1500-1895), History Channel: The Ellis Island xperience oftware and he 
Complete WW11 ollection, xpress dition. 
While five selected software developed by studen ; Interactive Multimedia 
Educational Package, SeMat-Primary School Mathematic 
(A Computer Aided learning Package For Malaysian '.i n anguage, Geograph PMR 
Learning Package and DIY -Do It Yourself "ornputer. 
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The analysis from that I 0 selected software has been concluded in a table form as 
presented in Table 2.1. 
No. Features A B c D E F G H l J 
I historical contents ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
2 audio ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
3 video ...j ...j ...j ...j 
4 games I quizzes ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
5 graphic images ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
6 photographs ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
7 maps ...j ...j - 
8 save and print capabilities ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j 
9 search options ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j ...j " 10 network tools ...j 
Table 2.1 : Analysis from existing softwar 
Legend (Software Titles) 
A : KAST ALJA Software (educational software for Greek's High- School Hist or & Art 
B : Black History Software 
C: Complete US History (l 500-1895) 
D: History Channel: The llis lsland xperience 'oft.ware 
E: The Complete WWII ~ollection, xpre Edition 
F: Interactive Multimedia ducati nal Pa kage 
G : ~eMat-Primary chool Mathematics mm Packa e 
H : M-SIGN (A 'omputer Aid d learning Packa F r Mal 
l: leography PMR eamin Packa c 
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From the analysis, a lot of conclusions can be made. There are 1 O types of 
features has been listed for the comparison. The features has been selected generally 
based on that 10 selected software. From the table, obviously all the software had 
graphic images, search options besides save and print capabilities. As graphic images 
plays an important role in a software, it has been applied to most software for efficiency. 
So are the other features like audio, video, photographs and maps. But it hasn't been 
applied extensively except for audio that has been applied by 9 out of 10 selected 
software. 
Base on historical contents very rarely software on history based on l cal 
contents can be found. Mostly about American History oftware. Only I 0% of th 
selected software (1 out of I 0 ) has network tool that provide -rnail and text chat 
besides application sharing. The other software used D-ROM a the rn dia, but thi 
exclusive software supports networks communication for cooperative work between 
students or teachers in the same or different school. 
,, 
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2.4.1 Features to be adapted in Malaysia History Makers Software 
After the analysis of those selected software have been done, the features to be 
adapted in Malaysia History Makers software have been made. Just after analyzing the 
advantages and disadvantages of those features, the selected features to be adapted in 
Malaysia History makers Software are as indicated below: 
a) Biographies of Malaysia history makers (HM) 
b) A photograph of the HM 
c) Quizzes and games for fun learning and memory testing 
d) Audio and video archives for interactive learning 
2.5 Chapter 2 Summary 
Chapter 2 explains the vanous research and fact-findin meth ds that w r 
carried out to find out the requirements needed for thi software. n xt tin 
software were undertaken and the analysis were done and pre ented. n th 
literature reviews play a vital role in determining features as well the requirern n that 
have to be incorporated into the software. 
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Chapter 3 
Jvtethodo[ogy 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Development Methodology 
A software development methodology is a series of steps and rules for developing a 
software system that based on a software engineering process. In a software 
development, the methodology prescribes; steps involved in each phase, tasks involved in 
each step, nature of the task, order the tasks are to be performed, outputs to be produced 
at each step or phase, documents that are required as input to each step or phase, the 
people that should be involved at each stage, how the project should be managed and 
controlled, support tools and also user training needs. 
R equir em ents 
D ef ini ti on 
Syst.& Softw. 
Design 
Im pl em sntetion 
& Unit Testing 
Integr atien & 
Syst. Te sting 
Operation & 
Maintenance 
Figur • 3.1: Wat rfall mod Id" I pm int methodolo , 
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In Malaysia History Makers sojiware development, waterfall model has been chose 
as the development methodology. Waterfall model is most widely used software process 
model that has a systematic and sequential approach to sojiware development. The 
development of a software system are divided into stages or phases that specijie 
activities involved, sequence in which the activities are ordered and deliverables 
produced for the phase. The phases (5 main stages) in waterfall model includes: 
a) Requirements Definition 
The initial task of the requirements analysi phase is t identify requir m n . 
The foundation of this task was established in the problem analy is pha e wh n 
the system improvement objectives were identified. Minimally, thi ta 
translates those objectives into an outline of functional and non-function 
requirements that will be needed to complete the objective . 
b) System and Software design 
Produce a design of the software that meets the requiremen be id m 
high level design (architecture) and detailed de ign of each f the 
the high level design. During this phas , d i n f th us r int rla · 
important. 
r 
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c) Implementation and Unit Testing 
In this phase, it will install the system in the 'live' environment beside 
training the users. Unit test are independent testing of each 
component in order to produce user documentation. 
d) Integration and System Testing 
Integrating all components and testing them together besides testing the software 
to ensure that the system meets its requirements 
e) Operation and Maintenance 
This phase includes supporting (changing) the live ystern, correctin defec 
reported by the users and implementing enhancemen re ue ted b th u r •. 
3.1.1.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Waterfall Model 
Advantages of a defined, agreed and d. cumented approa ih: 
a) jlows well, easy to understand from a broad viewpoint 
b) consistent approa h 10 software d velopm tnt is a ihie 1 I 
c) improved ommuni at ion l 11 , '11 de lop 'rs 
d) better control of pr grc by u inu each pha • · a nu! • I 
e) more predictable application d v lopm nt pr · ts 
I) r ater chanc of project do livery n tirn and within bu ·t 
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Problems with Waterfall Model: 
a) projects rarefy follow the sequential flow 
b) difficult to identify and define all the requirements explicitly initially 
c) not user centered or user focused - re. documentation,invofvement etc. 
d) working version of software not available until late in the I ife cycle 
e) problems may not be detected until late in the life cycle 
3.1.2 Why Waterfall Model Methodology wa .hosen 
Even if there are some weakness in waterfall model l find that the ad an tag ut- 
weigh them. Unlike the Rapid Application (prototyping model), the wat rfall m del ha 
a clear step-by-step phase where the phase is required to be compl Led almo t tlawle I 
before proceeding to the next phase. The prototyping method i more of a trial an error 
process. This method wastes time and cost. ven so, some pe pie may pr for th 
prototyping model method because they like to experiment but I, on tho . ther hand, 
prefer to have a clear and well-defined tep to follow to en ur a high unlit and r r- 
free product as the deliverable in the end. Un
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3.2 Information Gathering Techniques 
3.2.1 Reading 
Collecting facts from existing documents through reference books for better 
understanding in certain topics, articles, thesis, case study, etc. All documentation 
collected were analyzed to determine the information's currency but the outdated 
documentation weren't discard because additional fact-finding will be needed to verify or 
update the fact collected. These are main books used for reference: 
Svstem Analvsis and Design 
This book was use to understand the functional and nonfunctional requirern nt 
besides the user interface design method 
Macromedia Director 8.0 and Lingo Authorized 
This book was use to learn on how to use Director 8.0 and mgo cripting 
3.2.2 Observation 
Through existed educational software in D-ROM format beside nline ftwar . 
By observing the offered features of the elected software A 'TA IA 
(educational software for Gr ek's High-S. ihoot History & Art, lack Hi to 
omplete U istory (1 -189 ), Hi tory 'hanncl: Th Iii· I I nd · n ·tt 
Software and The 'omplete WWII ,ollcction, sxpre s ditt n) b tt 'r .on lust 11 can • 
made in order to fulfill the u err quircments 
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3.2.3 Internet Surfing 
Using search engines such as Googles, Yahoo, Altavista, by using keywords such as 
"educational software", "interactive software", "history educational software", "history 
makers software" etc. Exploring Internet via personal computer provide the analyst with 
immeasurable amounts of information. The detailed of main sites surfed are: 
http://www.adobe.com 
This sites provide information about Adobe software development tool uch a 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Page Maker, Adobe Premiere, etc. 
http://www.macromedia.com 
provides information about macromedia development tools uch a la h, 
Director, Authorware, etc. 
www.es.cfac.uk/Dave/Multimedia/node39.html 
Provides information about Macromedia Director 8.0, the feature in Director 8 
advantages and disadvantages of using it as authoring tool are al o explained in thi uc. 
3.2.4 Gathering users requirement' 
Through questionnaire that are a special-purpo d cument that all w th' anal l 
to collect information and opinion from r pond 1n ' Th ' d um nt Ill 11111. ' 
produced and di tributed to re. pendents who an th 1n ornpl t th' [u • tionn nr nth 11 
own time. h ts of qu ti nnair had be 'fl d.l. ll rbut d I - tud ·n 
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in a selected secondary school called King George V Secondary School in Negeri 
Sembilan which located in Seremban town. Those people are potential users of this 
software. The enclosure of the questionnaire has been attached at the appendix section. 
3.2.4.1 Questionnaire Analysis (Part 1 Questionnaire Set)-selected questions 
a) Feedback/ram Question 2: 
Did you find that learning using interactive educational software software somewhat fun 
and interesting? 
Yea 
•No 
OPerhaps 
Figure 3.2 Pie chart for Questionnaire Feedback from Question 2 
As presented in Figure 3.2, based on feedback from question number 2, 63.3 % of 
the respondents claim that they find learning by using educational software om what fun 
and interesting. While 3.3% denied that statements. Tho rest of them ( 3. %) cl rm that 
perhaps the software are somewhat fun and interesting. l can be said thut u. in 
interactive educational software in lea ming might attract u er int er '. t. 
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a) Feedbackfrom Question 3: 
Did every computer in your school have Internet connection? 
aves 
•No 
OJust a few 
Figure 3.3 Pie chart for Questionnaire Feedback from Question 3 
As presented in Figure 3.3, based on feedback from question number 3, 100% of 
the respondents indicated that there are only a few computers with Internet connection in 
their schooJ. Based on this condition, this software was planned to be developed through 
CD-ROM as the media, not web based learning package. This will give advantages to 
user who's not connected with the Internet. 
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c) Feedback from Question 10: 
What do you think are the barriers in using educational software in school? (you may 
choose more than one) 
25 a not enough 
computer 
20 equipment 
•lack of funds for 
15 
software 
D lack of funds for 
10 equipment 
5 Ono time to 
integrate 
0 
Figure 3.4 Bar chart for Questionnaire Feedback from Question I 0 
As presented in Figure 3.4, based on feedback from question number 10, majority 
(22 respondents) of the respondents chose that they have no time to integrate with the use 
of educational software in school. Perhaps, they have to cover a lot of subject during 
school time, that led to this scenario. Other barriers are indicated as not enough computer 
equipment, Jack of funds for software and lack of funds for equipment. Un
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3.3 Requirements Analysis 
The requirements analysis phase identifies what the new software is to do without the 
consideration of technology; in other words define the business requirements for a new 
system. The key in this phase is what, not how. Because requirements are a moving 
target with no finalization, requirements analysis also includes an ongoing task to manage 
changes to the requirements. 
Basically, requirements definition phase provide an outline of functional and 
nonfunctional requirements. 
3.3.1 Functional Requirement 
A functional requirements is a description of activities and service a y tem/s ftwaro 
must provide. Functional requirements are frequently identifi d in term f input 
outputs, process, and stored data that are needed to satisfy the pr ject impr vcmen 
objectives. In this software, then functional requirements describe the module 
contained. There are 5 main modules in Malaysia History Mak rs-!Mfi!M 
Those modules are: 
a) About MhM - a brief description about the software 
ftwar . 
b) History Makers (by category): 
• Royalty 
• Prime Minister 
• Political Maker 
• Bu in Mak 
• Military Maker 
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• Entertainment Makers 
• Sports Makers 
c) Quizzes - multiple choice format quizzes, where users may check the correct 
answers 
d) Games - Crossword puzzle, match-making games format for interactive and fun 
learning method. 
e) Resources - list out the source of featured information 
3.3.2 Non Functional Requirements 
A nonfunctional requirements is a description of other features, characteri tic , and 
constraints that defines a satisfactory system/software. In Mala ia Hi t ry Ma r 
software, those nonfunctional requirements are: 
a) User friendliness 
By using buttons, graphics and screen lay ut that irnpl and fri ndl t th u r 
b) Interactivity 
Between the user and th s flwaro pa ka ', it 1 11 ii t ro ide th ·m .n ti ·1 ti 
experience while learnin b quizzes t . tin un I 1 lu 111 th· im 
.J 
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c) Efficiency 
In order to make the software as an efficient tool, it must act responsively to user's 
requirements and need. 
d) Reliability 
The software does not produce dangerous of costly failures when it is used in a 
reasonable manner. That is in a manner that a typical user expects as normal. This 
recognizes that a system may not always be use in the ways the designer expects. 
e) Simplicity 
In order to keeping form and screens properly uncluttered in a manner that focus d 
the user attention. 
f) Maintainability 
The software are maintainable if the programs are easily modified and te ted in th 
case of updating a process to meet a new requirements, correcting error , rm 
different computer system. 
g) Understandability 
In terms of the coding method used, allows ther pro rarnme th I 11c r th 
program flow , thu change can be made a ii m 11l 
without modifying ther cs ential lo ic of th pr ram. 
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3.4 Consideration of Development Tool 
Selecting the most suitable development tool is very important towards producing 
high quality multimedia based educational software. In order to fulfill this needs, several 
development tools has been chose such as Macromedia Director 8.0, Macromedia Flash 
5.0 and Adobe Photoshop 7.0. Frequently, multimedia developer used Macromedia 
Director 8.0 for their software development because the ability to combine various 
elements likes audio and video applications. 
3.4.1 Macromedia Director 8.0 
Macromedia Director 8.0 was chosen because the a ility a a multimedia 
authoring tool that create rich interactive content for both fixed media and the Internet. 
Besides, most importantly, the ability to create the most media-rich, high-perforrnanc 
content for CD/DVD-ROM that suited most perfectly to :M.fi:M. development. ir ct r 
can incorporate photo-quality images, full-screen or long-form digital video, und , 
animation, 3D models, text, hypertext, bitmaps, and Macromedia •la h c ntent. 
Macromedia Director 8.0 offer comprehensive capabilitie for rnultrrn dia 
authoring, and is differentiated both by the breadth of multim dia file pe that 
integrated and controlled, and by the ease with which th" re ultin · nt nt and 
applications can be deployed for optimal playba k acr plat!' rm . Dir t 
developers to create acce ible content for pc pl with di abilit: · , r •· ul r •purpc: 
existing Director content to meet government a · ibiht uid hne: 
he ability f thi Ilwar quite hard t b mp l d n th 'r mulum · 1.1 
development tool like T ol o k ll or th rs f war . Dir· t r r nbl • t pr 1<.J ht h 
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quality multimedia software. Director are more flexible and suitable to be used for 
multimedia software development that enable other applications combined together such 
as Flash, Freehand, Authorware, etc altogether. 
Director 8 is chosen as main authoring tool because it has more advantages 
compares to other authoring tools in order to develop this software. Visual Basic (VB) is 
another common tools for development. However, VB is not chosen for use because it 
can be only used on Window platform, whereas Director 8 is suitable for use on both 
Macintosh and Windows platforms. Other advantage of Director 8 over other tool 
that the text and multimedia content can be linked to the project allowing content file t 
be casing maintained separate from the Director 8 project. In addition, linkage ba d 
includes make reusing content files in the final programming environment Ica ible. 
3.5 Consideration of Operating ystem 
Windows 98 is chosen to be platform to this project. Windows 98 is upgraded to 
windows, that make computers works and play better by providing ben r 
performance along with easier sy tern diagnostic. With Window 98, the tlwar pla 
better as well with support for the graphical, sounds and multim dia techn 1 gic th 
ability to easily add and remove peripheral device with supp rt f r thi 1 arrun ~ n ka 
As such, Windows 98 is very suitable because it is m r table and hs a I t ff tur 
compared to other operating system. 
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3.6 Hardware Specification 
Malaysia History Makers software - :Mfi:M needs minimal hardware specification based 
on Table 3.1: 
- HARDWARE MINIMUM SPECJFICATJON 
Micro Processsor 200Mhz 
RAM 64MB 
Hard Disk Space 1 lOMB 
Operation System Window 95/98/ME/200 /XP 
Color Resolution 16 bit 
VGA 8MB 
Input Device Keyboard, mouse 
--- - 
Output Device 14" monitor 
Table 3.1 Minimal Hardware Specification for Malaysia Hi tory Mak r ftwar 
0 
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3. 7 Chapter 3 Summary 
Chapter 3 elaborates all the information needed in system requirements and analysis. 
First part of the chapter explains about the methodology used in developing the software. 
The method used is waterfall model and every step of the method is elaborated together 
with the chart of the methodology. 
In defining the requirements, information-gathering techniques were adapted in order 
to gather related requirements of this software. The techniques include reading, 
observation, Internet surfing, and gathering user requirements by questionnaires. All of 
those techniques have been done in order to obtain the information needed in 5ttfi:M 
software. 
In developing a multimedia interactive package, a selection of auth ring tools 
have been analyzed the most suitable authoring tool which can perform according t 
requirements. Macromedia Director 8.0 has fulfilled these criteria. 
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Chapter A 
System Desiqn 
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CHA.PTER 4: SOFTWARE DESIGN 
4.1 Introduction 
One of the most exciting parts of the software development process is designing the 
interface, or the part of the software that users see and interact with. The interface is the 
visible personality of software. It bridges the gap between the programming that makes 
the software work and the human using the software. This guide describes the software 
development process, including the interface design phase. 
Interface design is a specific kind of design. As in other type of design, the designer 
will take information and organize it in meaningful ways. The information usually com . 
from a document called a requirements specification. The designer trie to optimize the 
organization of the information so that it makes sense to a certain group of people: the 
software's audience, or group of users. 
Design stages are one of very important element in a software development. Thi 
pictured the first sight to the users on how far the ability of this software t attract u r 
interest. UsuaJ1y, attractive interface contains beautifully creature graphic el rn nt that 
was different with existed interface. To be more specific, a u er interface that n er n 
featured before (design by the developer). Un
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4.2 9'/i!M. Interface Design 
User interface design is concerned with the interaction between the user and the 
computer. Graphic design is sometimes confused with interface design. Part of creating 
:Mli:M software interfu.ce is selecting colors and creating or choosing graphics, icons, 
backgrounds, and other media elements. Interface design will refer to the design and 
organization of the most basic elements that must appear in this software. Graphic design 
will refer to the design and organization of supplemental media elements, such as 
backgrounds and illustrations. 
This phase delivered the designed interface of modules in the software. or example, 
search option has the process in order to retrieved related data. igure 4.1 presen the 
module (search option) flow chart 
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4.3 Story Board 
Before designing the real interfaces, I have created a storyboard in order to fulfill all 
the requirements needed in this educational software. It is a mind burgeon in visual 
manner that usually contain early sketch, depicted the interfaces on a board or papers, 
scenarios, prototypes in software or video, besides learned to be more creative and 
innovative. A storyboard contains of a series of representation that focused on main 
action in a might happen situation. 
Sketching on a storyboard is very useful in order to try various ideas of interface . It 
also can be used to help designers to think about the alternatives of interfaces and d sign 
organization. 
Elements that usually have to be in a storyboard while de igning u er interface 
consists of 
a) Background color 
b) Type of fonts 
c) Size of fonts 
d) Fonts color 
e) Pictures that were to be use 
f) Types of graphics 
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4.4 Expected Outcome 
By applying multimedia tools such as Adobe Photoshop 7.0, the initial design for the 
user interface has been designed. Brown color has been used as the background and 
foreground with different brightness for suited the historical effect. Fancy color such as 
pink and bright colors are not suitable for this concept. 
Figure 4.2 presents main interface of Malaysia History Makers software. It has a 
search box for user to type needed information. Users may also click from the category 
type I order to browse related information. Down side of the interface contains buttons 
for print and save capabilities, about :M.li!M., quizzes, games and resources module. 
S1'pr~ CoMrt Justice 
tlJt IJistor11 of bictor11 ••.•. 
;r fittion.11 mtmolr. of .uh1t1Jttnt11t ••••• 
for l1isrorv of imr11ir1h'on • 
Figure 4.2 Main Interface of Malaysia History Makers • oftware 
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Figure 4.3 presents interface for selected category. This interface will appear when 
user choose to click selected category. For example, when a user click "Prime Ministers" 
from the main interface, this screen will appear. All Malaysia past and present Prime 
Minister will be listed out Same as the main menu interface, down side of the interface 
contains buttons for print and save capabilities, about fM.li!M, quizzes, games and 
resources module. User may click the main button between print and save button to go 
back to the main interface. 
Searcli 
f'fimkµ)f. 6dii{ rf(plit111111 f.Pu tm .JI{.. Ka/ (19.ST-19 TO} 
'1it11)l6di1{~(1~, (1910-19?6} 
'JU11 Jfu.uerit Onn (1916-l!Jfil) 
a»: !Mnliatliir :Aloliamaa{1981- ) 
Figure 4.3 Interface for selected category 
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Figure 4.4 presents interface for featured biography. This interface appeared when 
clicked a historical figures. In this case, if a user click "Tunku Abdul Rahman Putra Al- 
Haj" this screen will appear. The featured biography interface contains photograph of the 
makers, with narrated biography. Down side of this interface is consistent with interface 
for selected category. 
Searcli ,,_ _ _,,_~-~ 
Figure 4.4 Interface for featured biography 
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While Figure 4.5 presents the interface for quizzes module. The quizzes are multiple 
choices format· that enable user to check the correct answers. The down side of this 
interface is consistent with interface for selected category. For addition, next button is 
added to go to the next page for further questions. 
Figure 4.5 Interface for quizzes module 
. 8 
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4.5 Chapter 4 Summary 
Chapter 4 describes the combination of all the related parts into a software that 
contains functions that has to be done by the software. This parts incriminate interface 
design, information flow and modules in the software. Module flow charts for search 
options was depicted in this part. The purposed of database designed was indicated in 
this chapter. In orderly manners, the expected outcome contains four parts of selected 
interface from the software including the main interface. 
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Chapter 5 
System I tnplementation 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction 
System Implementation is the construction of the system into production includes 
building and testing system, which is also called the construction phase. This 
phase introduces the conversion ofrequirements and design into the development 
itself 
5.2 System Coding 
After designing the system, the following stage is the writing of the program. At 
this phase, the focus is on implementing the solutions as softwar . In other w rd , the 
programs that implement the design must be written carefolly in order to meet the goal. 
Coding steps translate a detail presentation of software into a programming I nguag 
realization. The translation process continues when a computer accepts the source code 
as input and produces machine code. 
There are many ways to implement a design and many language and to I are 
available. In this package, since it is built using Macromedia Fla h MX, th riptin 
language used is ActionScript scripting. 
All programming language all ws pr bl m t be olvin in 
ActionScript is the Programming langua of r la h M wht h all th d 
do many wonderful thin s wh n ma t erin th Ian u 
I wa '. 
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5.3 Coding Tool 
Coding performs tasks that translate design into a machine-readable form. Jf design is 
performed in a detailed manner, code generation can be accomplished mechanistically 
(Pressman, 1992) 
Macromedia Flash MX is an excellent multimedia-programming tool. ft is 
flexible and gives the programmer good control the program yet simple enough not to 
overwhelm the programmer with too many scripting codes. 
5.4 Coding Approach 
Good programming skills will produce a reliable system; 
a) Readability 
Code documentation rs important m readability of the test. 
documentation begins with the selection of the identifier (variable and la 
names, continues with the composition of connecting and ends with th 
organization of the program. 
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b) Naming Techniques 
A good and meaningful nammg technique for the variable, control and 
modules provides easy identification for the programmer. The naming 
convention is created with coding consistency and standardization. 
c) Internal Documentation 
Internal Documentation and comment provide a clear guide to the developer 
and readers about the function of a particular script code in the program. o, 
comments provide the developer with the means of communication with the other 
readers of the source code. Comments in Flash are preceded with two hyphen 
(--). When the program is running, the computer will ignore all the e remark . 
So, remarks produce no output, store no data and require no data. 
d) Modularity 
Before entering the coding phase, I have divided the project into several 
modules (as explained in the system design phase). The main purp se f th 
modularity is to reduce the complexity of the system and to facilitate me durin 
implementation and by encouraging parallel development of differ nt part f th 
system. 
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ActionScript is the scripting language of Macromedia Flash MX. A scripting 
language is a way to communicate with a program; we can use it to tell Flash what to do 
and to ask Flash what is happening as a movie runs. This two-way communication lets 
me create interactive movies. 
ActionScript, the scripting language of Macromedia Flash MX, lets us add 
interactivity to a movie. ActionScript provides elements, such as actions, operators, and 
objects, that you put together in scripts that tell the movie what to do; set up them vie o 
that events, such as button clicks and key presses, trigger these scripts. or example, l 
have used ActionScript to create navigation buttons for the movie. 
In Flash, we use the Actions panel to write scripts with Action cript. ing the 
panel in normal editing mode, we build scripts by choosing options from menu and Ii 
Using the panel in expert editing mode, we enter text directly into the cript pan . In th 
modes, code hints us complete actions and insert propertie and event . Once we ha ea 
script, we can attach it to a button movie clip, or frame t er at th int ra ti rt w 
need. 
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ActionScript, the scripting language of Macromedia Flash MX, allows us to 
create a movie that behaves exactly as we want. We can incorporate new elements of the 
language as we learn them to accomplish more complicated tasks. 
Like other scripting languages, ActionScript follows its own rules of syntax, 
reserves keywords, provides operators, and allows us to use variables to store and retrieve 
information. ActionScript includes built-in objects and functions and allows us to create 
your own objects and functions. 
The ActionScript syntax and style closely resemble that of JavaScript. Flash MX 
understands ActionScript written in any previous version of Flash. Action cript a an 
object-oriented scripting language, and provide ActionScript term and a ic 
programming concepts such as functions, variables, statements, operators, conditionals, 
and loops. 
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5.6 The Flash MX Interface. 
Macromedia Flash MX provides everything we need to create and deliver rich 
content and powerful applications. Whether we are designing motion graphics or 
building data-driven applications, Flash MX has the tools we need to produce 
great results and deliver the best user experiences across multiple platforms and 
devices. 
The workspace provides easy access to everything we need to create a movie. 
PP, • .. 
. ( ~··"e:t·:J 
,.......~ [~""">ti!' ) 
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( """"" _, .... , ..... ..._.. 
h) , ~ , ,.... ..... 
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Figure 5.1 Flash MX Workspace 
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Each part of the workspace is described on the following; 
Figure 5.2 Flash MX Stage 
r,<14 ·r - . . 
ArfOI( l ~ It &bswct1.)ll 
Lint I p LA= 
Ren rc>'I 
()VIII ROGl.wio!t 
?.nell BMh 
F!ee Transl<1m Fll/TrnlorM 
W.Dotdo f'tlnf llllCkol 
E~ Erner 
Hand ZDOm 
S•roi<e cdor 
1'6 .. f color 
Figure 5.3 Fla h MX Toolbox 
Like films, Flash movies divide 
lengths of time into frames. The 
Stage is where we compose the 
content for individual frames in the 
movie, drawing artwork on it directly 
or arranging imported artwork on it. 
The tools in the toolbox let us draw, paint, select, and modify 
artwork, as well as change the view of the Stage. The toolbox is 
divided into four sections: 
• The Tools section contains drawing, painting, and selection 
tools. 
• The View section contains tools for zooming and panning in 
the application window. 
The Colors section contains modifiers for stroke and fill • colors. 
• The Options section displays modifiers for the select ed tool. 
which affect the tool's painting or cditin ope tion .. 
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Panels in Flash help us view, organize, and change elements in a document. The 
options available on panels control the characteristics of symbols, instances, colors, type, 
frames, and other elements. We can use panels to customize the Flash interface, by 
displaying the panels we need for a specific task and hiding other panels. 
Panels let us work with objects, colors, text, instances, frames, scenes, and entire 
documents. For example, I have used the Color Mixer to create colors, and the Align 
panel to align objects to each other or the Stage. 
Collap(.c arrow Option~ m u control 
Figure 5.4 Flash MX Panel 
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The Timeline organizes and controls a movie's content over time in layers and 
frames. Like films, Flash movies divide lengths of time into frames. Layers are like 
multiple film strips stacked on top of each other, each containing a different image that 
appears on the Stage. The major components of the Timeline are layers, frames, and the 
playhead. 
Layers in a document are listed in a column on the left side of the Timeline. 
Frames contained in each layer appear in a row to the right of the layer name. The 
Timeline header at the top of the Timeline indicates frame numbers. The playhead 
indicates the current frame displayed on the Stage. 
Empty Keyfromo 
Playhead Timcllno Header 
GIJldo toy r Icon 
Center framG button 
Onion oki!'lntng butto 
El p. d trm 
Fmmorato 
Cuncnl fr m Indicator 
Figure S.5 Flash MX Timeline 
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Figure 5.6 Flash MX Library 
The library in a Flash document stores symbols 
created in Flash, plus imported files such as video 
clips, sound clips, bitmaps, and imported vector 
artwork. The Library panel displays a scroll list with 
the names of all items in the library, allowing us to 
view and organize these elements as our work. An 
icon next to an item's name in the Library panel 
indicates the item's file type. 
The Property inspector simplifies document creation by making it easy to access the most 
commonly used attributes of the current selection, either on the Stage or in the Timeline. 
We can make changes to the object or document attributes in the Property inspector 
without accessing the menus or panels that contain these features. 
Fi ure' 5. 7 Flu h MX Prop rty lnspe tor 
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To add an action to a Flash document, we must attach it to a button or movie clip, or to a 
frame in the Timeline. The Actions panel allows us to select, drag and drop, rearrange, 
and delete actions. 
Actions toolbox 
Actions panel 
pop-up menu 
{?iJ Mo.i+COM1ol 
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Figure 5.8 Flash MX Actions Panel 
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5. 7 Chapter 5 Summary 
Chapter 5 describes the combination of all the related parts into software that 
contains functions that has to be done by the software. These parts incriminate the 
system coding that includes the coding approach, style and also the scripting language 
used, which is ActionScript. ActionScript Scripting Language I Coding Style was 
depicted in this part. For clear depiction ofMacromedia Flash MX, those interface were 
clearly showed and described in the end of this chapter 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM TESTJNG 
6.1 Introduction 
System Testing is critical element of software quality assurance and represents the 
ultimate review of specification, design and coding. Rules that can be serve well as 
testing objectives are; 
~ Testing is a process of executing a program with the intent of finding an error. 
~ A good test case is one that has high probability of finding an undiscovered error. 
~ A successful test is one that uncovers a yet undiscovered error. 
A software module is exposed to testing both during the development phase and 
during the test and integration phase. During the development phase, each function 
procedure that is part of the module is independently developed and thoroughly te ted 
until the entire module is complete. The major difference between testing a modul 
during its development phase and testing it during the te t and integrati n ph that 
during the development phase errors are fixed as they are found. While durin th t t 
and integration phase failure if any are recorded and the fail d module i return d al n 
with an explanation f failure. 5'1fi:M b Ic r it 
was considered a a com let packa e. 'I h y ar unit, into ran 11, and ' tin •. 
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6.2 Unit Testing 
Historically, quality software relied on testing each functions, modules, or class 
(in Object Oriented Programming). This practice called unit testing which effective is 
extremely time consuming and labor intensive. Using the detail design description as 
guidance, important control parts are tested to uncover errors with the boundary of the 
module. This relative complexity of tests and errors detected as the result limited by the 
constrained scope established for unit tests. Unit testing is also referred to as module 
testing and is usually performed by the software developer. For :M.li:M., unit testing was 
done during the implementation phase, in Flash itself After the functionality of each 
module was developed, reviewed and verified, tests cases were de igned. he module 
was tested to ensure that it operates correctly. ach module was tested individually. 
6.3 Integration Testing 
Testing is a specific feature together with the other newly development featur i kn wn 
as integration testing. Testing the interface of componen explore how c mp n nt 
explore how component interact with each other. Previously captured unit test cnp can 
be combined to create a variety of integration test cas s, with minimum eff rt. • r 
instance, units test scripts that te tcd on a ack functi n an b 
Previous function to create an inte zrati n tc ton th 
th 
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Incremental integration approach was applied during the development of this 
package. :M.fi:M. was constructed and tested in small arguments in Flash Action Script, 
where errors were easier to isolate and corrected. Errors will be corrected before 
proceeding to the next integration. 
Four approaches that can be used during this testing phase; (Pfleeger, 1998) 
6.3.1 Bottom-up Jntegration 
Most used approached for merging components to test the longer system. ing thi 
method, each component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy. ls tested 
individuaJly first. 
Then, the next components to be tested are those that call the previously tested 
ones. These approaches are repeatedly until all components are included in the te ting. 
The bottom-up is useful when many of the low-level components are general-purpose 
routines activities that are invoked often by others, when the system i integrating a Jar e 
number of stand-alone reused components. 
This approaches has been used in the integration testing where each m dule i 
tested without propagating the errors to other module. For example, them du! f r thi 
system such as the game module and the main m du! i. te L d indi iduall b f r iu 
integrated a one system. 
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TcstE Test 
Test 
A, 13, C, IJ, 
E,F,O Test F 
'l'est C 
Figure 6.1 Bottom-up Testing 
6.3.2 Top-Down Integration 
This approach is the reverse of the bottom-up approach. In this meth d th t p 
level usually are controlling component, i tested by i elf. Th n all comp n nt 
called by the tested components are combined and tested by a larger unit. Thi 
approach is reapplied until all components are incorporated. 
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Test 
A,B, ,D, 
F,G 
Test 
A,B,C,D Test A 
Figure 6.2 Top-Down Testing 
6.3.3 Bing-Bang Integration 
In this method, all the components are tested in isolation, and then they are all 
combined to test as a final system to see whether the system works. But, thi rneth d ha 
several disadvantages and is not recommended for any system. One of the rea on i 
because all components are merged at once making it difficult to find the cause fan 
failure. Another reason is the interface cannot be distinguished easily from th rt p f 
faults. 
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Test 
A,B, C, D, 
E,F,G 
Figure 6.3 Bing-Bang Testing 
6.3.4 Sandwich Testing 
Sandwich testing approach is the combination of bottom-up and top-down 
strategy. The system is viewed as three layers just like a sandwich with th target la er in 
the middle, the levels above the target, and the levels below the tar et. A t p-d wn 
approach is used in the top layer and a bottom-up one in the lower layer. 
Sandwich testing allows integration testing to begin early in the testing pr c . It 
also combine the advantages f top-down with ttorn-up b t tin ntr md 
activities from the very be innin . However, it d . n t test the indi idual mp n nl 
thoroughly before integration. 
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TestE 
Test 
B,E,F 
TestF Test 
A, B, C, D,E, 
Test 
F,G 
TestG 
D,G 
Test A 
Figure 6.4 Sandwich Testing 
6.4 System Testing 
System testing is designed to reveal that cannot be attributed to individual 
component or to the interaction among components and other objec . y tom te t 
studies all the common issues and behaviors that can only be exposed by te tin the 
performance, stress, security, configuration, sensitivity, usability, data integrit tartup 
and recovery. System testing verifies that the overall ensures all objectives are achie ed. 
There are several steps to test a system; 
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6.5 Function Testing 
System testing begins with function testing. This fir t tep focu e on 
functionality. Each function can be associated with those system components that 
accomplish it. For some functions, the part may comprise the entire system. ogically, it 
should be easier to find the cause of a problem in a small set of a component than in layer 
set. Effective function tests have a high probability of detecting a fault. 
:Mli:M. uses some guidelines for function testing listed; 
)> have a high probability of detecting a fault 
)> know the expected action and output 
)> test both valid and invalid input 
)> never modify system just to make testing easier. 
)> have stopping criteria. 
6.6 Performance Testing 
When the system performs the functions required b the r quir rn nt it tum' t 
the way in which those functions were perf nn d. h fun ti nal t sun addre ' tl1 
nonfunctional requir m n n nm t th' p rf rm 111 • 
objectives et by the u er expr s ·d in th n nlun It nul quu in nt: 
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In :M.li:M., performance tests examines how well the quizzes is done, the validity 
of the games response, the speed a response to the user commands, accuracy of the result 
and accessibility of the data checked against the user's performance. 
6.7 Stress Test 
This is to determine the program fulfills the requirements defined for it. It is 
equally important to ensure that the program works, as it showed under extreme 
conditions. ln order to perform stress tests, execute the system in a manner that demands 
resources in abnormal, quantity, frequency, or volume. 
6.8 Acceptance Test 
As any user has not used the 5ttfi:M. thus there are no step taken to pu ue thi 
cause. If there were to be, then maintenance of thi packag will inv I the updatin f 
each module to ensure the information is abrea t with the r 
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6.9 Chapter 6 Summary 
System testing is required to ensure the system runs accordin t it sp if nd in 
line with the users' requirement and expectation. There may be se 
cause software failure such as faults in the program design. 
Testing phase is inclusive of three stages of testing, module te ting, int gration 
testing and system testing. Unit testing is the development activity that exercises each 
component separately. lntegration testing puts components together in an organized way 
to help isolate faults as the combined components are te ted together. -our approaches 
used in this stage of testing are ottom-up e ting, op- wn Te ting, ing-Bang 
Testing and Sandwich Te ting. 
hi chapter de cribe many technique that can b u cd t t l de ornponcn 
individually and as they are integrated. It is important to understand the differ nee 
between a faults and a f ilure, 
The goal of testing i t find faults and not to prove correctne . lnde d th 
absence of faults does not guarante c rrectnes . There are man manual and aut mat d 
technique to a i t faults finding inc de , as well as testing t ol 
been tested and to kn w wh n t t pt ting. 
n wh wmuch ha 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTl£M 1£VALlJATION 
7.1 lntroduction 
System evaluation is the process of identifying y tern's strength and limitation and 
possible enhancement of thi project. 'ystem i evaluated to show the effecti eness and 
efficiency of what has been done so far. It also highlights on the knowledge gained and 
some of the problems faced while developing the y tern and tep taken to overcome 
them. 
The evaluation technique used are irnilar to those in other di cipline where 
mea urement fkey aspec f th pr du t b taken and th 
information gathered can be u ed t determined whether the goal have been achieve. 
(Pfleeger, 1998) 
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7 .2 Approaches to Evaluation 
There are 4 approaches that can be u ed as an evaluation t chniqu 
a) Feature Analysis 
This is the simplest type of asse sment used to rate and rank th ttribut of anous 
aspects. Feature analysis is necessarily very ubjective and the ratings reflects the 
refers' biases. 
b) Survey 
A survey is a retrospective study to try to document relation hips and outcomes in a 
given situation. Surveys are often done in the ocial science where attitude are 
pooled to determine how a population feels about a particular set of issue . In thi 
program, surveys are conducted to rec rd data t d termine h w tho u er rca tcd t 
particular method, tool r technique. The urveys conducted are attached in the 
appendix. 
~ ( 'ase Study 
ln a c e tud , ke fa t rs that ma affect an activity' ut m ar identifi d and 
then the are documented 
d) Formal F p 'rim snt 
Jn a f rmal •, p nm mt, nlu find p nd nt arm I · u 11u1111puh1t id, and han ' 
ind p nd nt an 111 w th ·h 111 , HI th· 1111 ut 
aff · t ·hun '· 111 th 11tp11.l 
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7.3 Problems Encountered and Solution 
Throughout the development of :Mli:M I arnin ml r blerns 
encountered. Below is the list of the problems alon with th ppr h 
taken, separated into two sections; 
nd luti en 
7.3.1 Problems and Solutions Enceuntered Our·ing Project Studie and Analysis 
:Mfi:M is the multimedia project, which requires the use of all multimedia 
elements such as images, graphics, audio, animation and text integrated in it. 
Problems 
The major problems faced during project tudie and analyzing i ch ing th 
mo t uitable oftware for developing thi pr ject 
hoosin the appr priat d v I prncnt lifo cycl m del and m th d log . 
).- Finding me and meth d f applicati n with r gard t tho de ign I the pr ject 
either I icall r ph icall and t chnicall . 
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Solutions 
~ Retrieve information from the Intern t and mak thr ugh an J 
to the mentioned problem . 
~ Reaching up on relevant materials i.e. books, journals and etc. and try to 
understand them. 
~ Referring to the previous projects that were done in the Document Room of 
fSKTM. 
» Supervisor and course mates advices and guidance. 
7 3.2 Problems and olution Encountered During Proj ct lmpl m ntation and 
Testing 
Problems 
earning t u e Macr media lash M , Dir ct r M , and ther ftwar uch a 
'onic undry ' 
h mg the rn t appropriate image· and 1 
int ratin and t tin th ntrr s t 111 on 111 th r · rnput • . 
p t . 
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Solutions 
).- Viewing samples and the I elp menu to undo rand h wt u th oftware better. 
Viewing other projects done previou ly and re iewing the requirements regarding 
the principals ofH 'l in designing interface . 
Viewing the tool tip and the Help menu found in Flash MX. 
When testing is done on another computer, some of the features or links cannot be 
presented properly. Therefore, steps such a te ting on other computer a couple 
of times were carried out. 
7.3.3 Problems and 'olufions Encount r d with the Hardwar imitation 
Problems 
hi packa e i de loped u in a c mput r with 2 M RAM and .2 B of 
hard di space which i quite ineffi ient t d lop a mulum d.a pr gram that u a I t 
r 111 m ry p c with II the ound and ima ~ import d, th 
ve Lilt fru tratin r ar 11 th r pu 11 • 
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The only solution to this i to keep th fil m II nnd minirniz th am unt et• 
memory speed a much as I can. For example, wher po ibl th prite dragged into 
the score are kept short because th longer the scor , the more memory it takes to 
download. 
7 .4 Evaluation by End users 
Through que tionnair that ar a pecial-purp c docurncn that all w th analy I 
to collect information and pinion from re pendents. The docum nt can b ma - 
produced and distribut d t re pendent who can then complete the que tionnairo on their 
own time. 
hese questionnaire are rnoti ated in order to btain th u er 1 w n th u e f 
:Mfi:M. educati nal ftware in learning. I have all wed I u th ftwar an 
dba k aft r u in 1 'Mfi . Th 
softwar . The net ur f th qu ti nnaire ha b n attached at the append: l1 n. 
Here are the que ti nnair anal n r.wfir:w Ilwnr 
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7 .4.1 Questionnaire Analysis (Part 2 Questionnaire Set) 
7.4.1.J Feedhackfrom Question J: 
a interesting & beneficial 
•gratified 
a less interesting 
a quite boring 
Figure 7.1 Pie chart for Questionnaire Feedback from Question I 
As presented in Figure 7.1, based on feedback from question number 1, 60% of 
the respondents claim that they find learning using !Mli!M. are interesting and benificial. 
33% of them gratified with the package. While 5% of them claim that it was less 
interesting. The rest of them (2%) claim that the software arc quite boring. It can be said 
that using !Mfi!M. interactive educational software in loaming will attract user interest. 
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7.4.1.2 Feedback from Question 2: 
aves 
•No 
OQuite 
Figure 7.2 Pie chart for Questionnaire Feedback from Question 2 
As presented in Figure 7.2, based on feedback from question number 2, 70% of 
the respondents indicated that they find !Mli5\f educational software is easy to use and 
implement . While 5% of them claim that it was not easy to implement. The rest of 
them (25%) claim that it was quite easy to implement. This clearly shows that 5\1.li!M.was 
developed to suitably adapted by all kind of users. 
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7.4.1.3 Feedbackfrom Question 3: 
OToo easy 
8Too hard 
DAppropriate 
O Not related with topics 
igure 7. Pie chart for Que tionnaire eedback from Qu ti n 
A pre ented in igur 7. ba ed n r edback fr m quc ti n number , 7 % f th 
re pondents' claim that th pro ided quizzes que tion are appropriate. % of' th m 
claim that it wa t hard t I o. While 8% f them claim that it was le too ea to 
solve. The rest f them (I%) I aim that th provided quizze que tion are not related t 
the topic . It can be aid that the provid d quizz que tion in fi ar quit uitabl 
and it wa n't impo ible t be s I c b any kind f user. 
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7.4.1.4 Feedbackfrom Question 4: 
Very interesting 
•Suitably used 
D Less effective 
Figure 7.4 Pie chart for Que tionnaire eedback from Que tion 4 
As presented in igure 7.4, ba ed on feedback from que tion num er 4, 7 % f th 
respondents indicated that they find that the repr ent graphic , picture and audi fl' ct 
in :M.fi:M. educational ftware are very intere ting. While 2 % of them claim that it wa 
suitably used. The re t f them (5%) claim that it was quite le eff ctive to u er . hi 
clearly hows that !Mfi:M. wa devel ped t suitably adapt and t e appealing t all kind 
of use . 
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7.4.1.5 Feedbackfrom Question 5: 
rav;;i 
~ 
igure 7. Pie chart for Que tionnaire Feedback from Question 5 
A pre ented in "igure 7. , ba ed n feedback fr m que tion number % f the 
re pendents claim that they like to implement 5l1.n5Vf. ackage as learning t I. he re t f 
them (4%) denied the statements. It can be aid that 5Vt.fi5W. educati nal ftwar ha th 
ability to attract u er with th appeal in 1 r ature be idc all th e multimedia lern n . 
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7.4.J.6 Feedback/ram Question 6: 
The biographical contents 
•Quizzes 
OCrossword puzzle games 
O Introduction about MhM 
Figure 7.6 Pie chart for Que tionnaire eedback from Question 6 
As presented in i ure 7. , ba ed on f edback fr m que ti n number , 54% of the 
respondent mostly preferred the cro word puzzle part a their favorite . 2 % r th 
re pendent indi tcd that the find that the bi graphical contcn are the part th y m 
attracted to. While 13% of them chose quizzes ection. her t of them (8%) laim th 
it the introduction about :M.li:M. as their favorite . Thu , thi clearly h ws that each part 
of :M.n:M. part may attract different kind of u ers. urth rrnore, !Nlli d el p d I 
suitably adapt and t be appealing to all ind of u r . 
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7.4.1. 7 Feedback from Question 7: 
D The biographical 
contents 
•Quizzes 
D Crossword puzzle 
games 
D Introduction about MhM 
igure 7. 7 Pie chart for Que ti nnaire Feedback fr m Que t1 n 7 
A pre ented in Figure 7.7 ba ed n feed ack from u ti n numb r 7, 2% r th 
re pendents laim that they think th qurzze ection were le auracn 
2 % of the respondents indicated that they find that th 
le attracti e tom tu er .. Whit % f th rn 
wr 
Th 
r t I' them l I%) ho e cro SW rd puzzle part art. It in td 
that the I aura ti e part t m t u 
kind f int ra ti u r int 're t and und r tandabilit in th futur . 
nhan and nri h d with 
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7.4.J.8 Feedback from Question 8: 
Based on feedback from que tion number made to the 
respondents comments for future enhancemen of this type of educational package 
especially on :M.li:M.. All those given valuable comments ha e been analyse in order to 
improve the quality of thi educational oftware. 
Part of user suggestions are; adding in more lessons to further completes the teaching 
and learning materials beside enhance the learning capability of this educational software, 
enabling the installation of the :M.li:M. educati nal package, the ftware will all w user to 
save the quiz if they cannot complete in time and continue later where th loft n: 
provide Malay Ian ua e pa ka attract more u or (bilin ual packa ), add m r 
interactivity on all th module , le. 
Thus the comments have been adapted as this oftware future enhancement and 
being list out in the '7. 6 Future Enhancement' part in thi 'Evaluation' hapter, 
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7 .4 System Strengths 
Malaysia History Makers -:Mfi:M educari 
quality listed below: 
t t1 tures @f 
);>- Attractive and interactive user interface, which are not too overwhelming for 
beginners. 
Easy to follow links and navigation through the creation of meaningful and 
recognizable icons and buttons. 
);>- Audio narration to increase under tandability of the particular component. 
;;... User friendlines of the sy tern, which is, de ign b ed n aphical er 
Interface ( ~ I). The u er int rfac ar pr dicta 1 in rder f r the u er t 
use to the entire sy tern in a hort time and thu gaining c nfid nc in th st rn, 
anguage used- nglish language used in the software will wide the u er's scope 
that include fl r igner who do not understand Mala language. 
Windows platform; since windows is the m t p pular and c mm nly u d 
operating tern in Mala e en th ugh th num er f Ma 111l h u r .1 
growing. hi packa e i d v pm 
be easil adapted t m t P " . 
The game rn dulc 1 an added attracti n and a .ts a a rumt ' · r f r u 
perate n Wind w platf rm thu ; it an Un
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7.5 System Constraints 
).- ow quality voice and audio- qualitio fthc 
compared to audio 'D. Thi i be au th 
n rd d 
ar ound 
proof studio which make the sound quite noi in th b kground. The audio 
through the software are recorded in lower sample rate which make the quality 
not as good as the original ound. 
);>- Slow loading speed - the loading proce s is quite slow since it is developing using 
a P with 48 MB of RAM. lfthi package is used with Jess memory than that, it 
could be lower which i n t very plea ing. 
ann t b in tailed, rherof r u er ne d th D-R M v ry time hey want t 
view thi software 
The users performance in the quizzes cannot be tracked. 
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7 .6 Future Enhancements 
This package could be enhanced in ord rt · th b t t th u rs. 
lot of aspects which can be improved, and to mak it m ~ int r ting mor modules can 
be added to the package. To enhance the ftwar perform n e in the future, many 
aspects and features have to be considered as part of the enhancement They are: 
)-- Adding in more lessons to further completes the teaching and learning materials 
beside enhance the learning capability of this educationaJ software. 
nab ling the installation of the 5liffi;M educational package. 
).- The software will all w user t save the quiz if they cannot complete in time and 
continue later where they left off 
>-- Pr vido Malay language package t attract more users (bilingual packs o). 
>-- Add mor interactivity on all the module . 
Provide a hint button during quizze t help tudent instead of ha ing them g to 
the lessons for help and tip in an wering the quizz and garn . 
>-- Add more acti itie which can de el p u er' mind u h te t and k p their 
core in the datab e o that they can h n their pr Un
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7. 7 Knowledge and Experienced Gained 
Throughout this project, I have learn d s much ff m th 
completion of thi project. Leaming its If i an n-g in 
b ginning until th@ 
eryday, I 
discovered new things and with new problem faced each da it helps me find the 
solution and from every mistake, there will be le son learned from it. 
This is a very good experience and also great challenges, having to know and 
discover new things on my own, and also in a very short time. It helps built self- 
confidence and thought me a lot about time-management and self-discipline as well as 
being independent when l have to deal with difficulties. 
Throughout the development of this project, l have learned ab ut la, h MX, al 
other editing tool uch a Ph t h p, ' undF r c, ct . It give me chance t I am 
Action Script, which i a very powerful cripting language of Macr media Fla h M . 
lash require met u e both logic and imagination at the ame time. It i a reat to I for 
creating oftware. With la h I an quickly bring my idea int life b cau it 1 an 
environment that inspire new ideas a we expl re it. 
tart n a pr ~e t, everything ha t be plann d ahead fr m deciding wh t 
software to u e t t t and maintain th t m all r u i c mplet d. B d cum nting 
every tep it ha train d rn n how t plan a projc t and l· irn h wt II cat th urn 
nc d d pr perly with pr per d curnentati n all th thin plann rd rr mad rand rn 
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To gather all the information needed, throu h r . 
books, internet, library, and other. urc which h Ip m d 
most appropriate information and data. All the tim 
n 
not an easy task. It helps me learn on how to ope with tr dlin are getting 
closer. With the support from my lectur r, family, and friends, all these challenges can 
be overcome. 
lash MX al o comes with full-featured on-line help application, which is very 
useful tool. The online help is the quickest way for me to find out the details of the 
feature other than referring books. l find the lash Help file to be very informative, 
helpful and comprehensive. 
ln addition, a lot of information is available at Macrornedia' we ite. It ha a 
ech Note section that includ a ari t f h lpful lip and trick . Wh enc or l hav a 
problem on certain ar a in •la h thi i the place I turned to and they are ery h lpful in 
answering what r prob! m l wa facing 
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7 .8 Chapter 7 Summary 
Chapter 7 is the part where ovaluati fl fl th mpl I d tmi 
system's strength and limitation. The fir t. part f th hapt r xplain about all the 
problems faced during the development f the phase. The problems are fo1lowed by the 
solutions on how to overcome the problems; the problem could arise from hardware, 
ActiorrScript in lash and external a pects uch a lack of re ources. 
The system is later being evaluated on the limitation and constraints. Future 
enhancement is the part where sugge tion and new idea are put together as the first step 
ahead to improve what has been don . The experi nee and knowledge gained throughout 
the development of the ystern and later determined. 
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7.9 Conclusion 
9W.n5i1. has been successful in attaining it pnmary bj ti hi h was to 
produce a piece of software which would transform an exists topic currentl , taking place 
in our daily life or from a book, and 'bring it to life' by d igning a multimedia CD-ROM 
based learning package to hold the same info as part of the book selected. 
As the interactive multimedia enter the main tream as an educational medium it 
is important that the teachers grab the pp rtunity to exp ed them elve to the new 
technology of learning ince interactive multimedia have been pr v n as a p wcrful 
learning and teaching t I b cau cit engage multipl 
be user friendly, easily understood and effective, which will make the t achin and 
learning procc more attractive and efficient. 
owev r ome minor drawback still exi t in th tern a di cu d in the 
sy tern limitation ccti n where installation i unabl n n-c i tin ear h fun u n and 
lack f p rf rrnance tracking. The e f atures ar in lend d t e ornbcdd d in the 
itself f r future nhan em nt. u mulum idia appli au n p I a 
challen in k e pe iall when nc min th us r int rfa and audi b .cnus rt h · 
t pl c Rill l 
th 
f I h 11 r lt II, I h 
d I '<1\111 Ill Ill , ti I 11 ht 
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been acquired and most importantly, there ha b n nn 1111 
management. Having up to date know! dge and inf rm ti n b m important in 
keeping abreast with the fast and cv r changing fi Id in the information edge. This 
project enables in the implementation of the software engineering approach to be applied 
in the development of this package. 
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QlJESTlONNAJ.RE (Part 1) 
These questionnaires are motivated in order to obtain tho u or vi w n th u f 
educational software in learning. Respondents may thick and elect their pr f rr d 
choice for each question given. 
l. Have you ever used CD_ROM learning package as a learning tool before? 
D Yes DNo 
2. Did you find that learning u ing interacti e ducati nal ftwar mewhat fun 
and intere ting? 
D Yes rhaps 
3. Did every computer in your school have Internet c nn cti n' 
Dy ust a few 
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4. How frequent did you used educational software in learning each week? 
D No software for use 
D Less than 1 hour 
D 1 to 5 hours 
D 5 to 10 hours 
D More than 10 hours 
5. From your point of view, what do you think of educational software importance in 
education? 
D 
D 
D 
D 
Important 
omewhat important 
Unimportant 
Neither 
6. How did you get the informati nab ut the ftwar 
more than one) 
D Read about it 
D He rd ab ut it 
D Recci ed info nation 
D Actuall tri id it 
D wit Ii pl I 
u u cd' ( u ma c 
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7. Do you think learning history by using CD-ROM will really help stud n ? 
D Yes D No D P rhup 
8. Have you ever find CD-ROM package based on history pecifically on Joe I 
contents? 
D Yes 
9. Are you interested in knowing more about our country hist ry maker · 
D Yes D No D Perhaps 
10. What do you think are the barriers in u ing cducau nal ftware in chool? (you 
may choose more than one) 
D Not enough computer equipment 
D ack of funds for oftware 
D Lack f fund ~ r equipm nt 
D No time to integrate 
Your c pcrati n 1 much app • int d. Thunk , 11. 
Muzli11n Mu •t11fi1 uma! 
F :K'JM, 
20(X ..... 
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QlJESTJONNAIRE (Part 2) 
- .Evaluation by IJ:nd sers - 
These questionnaires are motivated in order to obtain the user view n th u e f 
Malaysia History Makers Software - :M.fi:M. in learning. Respondents may thick and 
select their preferred choice for each question given. 
Purpose: Testing on end users, 
Based on: 
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1. After using :Mfi:M educational software, you found it. . 
D Interesting and beneficial 
D Gratified 
D Less interesting 
D Quite boring 
2. ls it easy for you to implement the :Mfi:M. software? 
D Yes 
D No 
D uite 
3. The provided quizzes questions are . 
D 
D Too hard 
D Appropriate 
D Not rclat d with t pie 
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4. The represent graphics, pictures and audio effects are . 
D Very interesting 
D Suitably used 
D Less effective 
5. Do you like to implement :M.fi:M. package as learning tool? 
D Yes 
D No 
6. Which part does you most attracted? 
D The biographical contents 
D Quizze 
D rossword puzzle games 
D Introduction about :M.fi:M. 
7. Which part do you think le aura u 
D The iogra hical nt nt 
D uizzes 
D w rd puzzle ame 
D lntr du ti 11 ib ut ~1fi t1 
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8. Other comments for future enhancements of this type of educati nal pa kn 
especially on :M.fi:M. 
.......... ...... ................................................................................. 
... . ' ' . 
... ... . .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
otO oo' ''' ooo ooo ooo ooo 000 000 ''' ooo ''' ''' ooo IOt 101 OoO 001 000 <Ot 011 00t IOO Olt I It Oto oOt oOO 000 ooo oOO 000 ooo 
.......... ... ........... ........................................................................ 
... .. . .. ' ' . 
Your cooperation is very much appreciated. Thank ou. 
Maslin» Mustafa Kamal 
FSK'JM, University Malaya 
2003 ..... 
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Analysis of Questionnaire 
QlJ ESTIONNAI RE (Part 1) 
These questionnaires are motivated in order to obtain the u er view on the use of 
educational software in learning. 
As presented in Figure 3 .2 in page 42 , based on feedback from question number 
2, 63.3 % of the respondents claim that they find learning by u ing educati nal ftware 
somewhat fun and interesting. While 3. % denied that taternen . The re t f them 
(33.3%) claim that perhaps the software are ornewhat fun and intere ting. I can be aid 
that using interactive educational oftware in I min mi ht attract u er interc t. 
As presented in igure 3.3 in page 43, ba d n fe dback from que ti n number 
3, 100% of the respondents indicated that there are only a few computer with Internet 
connection in their school. Based on this condition, this software wa plann d t 
developed through 0-ROM as the media not web ba ed leamin packa e. hi will 
give advantages to user who's not connected with the Internet. 
As presented in Figure .4 in pa 44, a ed on f ed ack fr m que tion numb r 
10, majority (22 responden ) f th r p nd nts ch that th ha n tirn t mt rate 
with the use of educational I. P rhap · th r a I t r 
subject during ch I time that led t thi 'OH rt 0. 
enou h om put r uipm 'nl la· f fund, f r s I 1111p111 nl. 
I I' 
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Analysis of Questionnaire 
QlJESTIONNAllU£ (Part 2) 
- Evaluation by End Users - 
These questionnaires are motivated in order to obtain the user views on the use of 
Malaysia History Makers Software - !Mli!M in learning. 
Purpose: Testing on end users; 
As presented in Figure 7.1 in page 88, based on feedback from que tion number 
1, 60% of the respondents' claims that they find learning u ing MhM are int re ting and 
beneficial. 33% of them gratified with the package. While % f them claim that it wa 
less interesting. The rest of them (2%) claim that the oftwaro arc quite b ring. lt can be 
said that using !Mli!M interactive educational software in I arning will attract u er inter t. 
As presented in Figure 7.2 in page 89, bt ed n f edback fr m que tion number 
2, 70% of the respondents indicated that they find !Mfi!M educational software i to 
use and implement . While 5% of them claim that it w n t e y t impl rnont, ho 
rest of them (25%) claim that it was quite er to irnplem nt. Thi cl arl sh ws that 
!Mfi!M was developed to suitably adapted by all kind f u er . 
As presented in Figure 7. in pag 0, ba ed n re dbac fr m qu ti n mun r 
3, 76% of the re p nd nts' claim' that th pre appro nit . 
15% f them claim that it w.. t hard t I . Wl11l 8% l'th 1H ') iuu th II ti \ I I 
to t f'th Ill 1% h11t11 tbut th I I td I qu1u · q u It ii nr 
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not related to the topics. It can be said that the provided quizzes questions in :Mfi:M nr 
quite suitable and it wasn't impossible to be solve by any kind f u or. 
As presented in Figure 7.4 in page 91, based on feedback from qu tion numb r 
4, 70% of the respondents indicated that they find that the repres nt graphic , pi tur 
and audio effects in YWliYW educational software are very interesting. While 25% of them 
claim that it was suitably used. The rest of them (5%) claim that it was quite I 
effective to users. This clearly shows that :M.fi:M. was developed to uitably adapt and to 
be appealing to all kind of users. 
As presented in Figure 7.5 in page 92, based on feedback from que tion number 
5, 96% of the respondents claim that they like to implement 5Wli5l.f package a learning 
tool. The rest of them (4%) denied the statements. It can be aid that YWfiYW educational 
software have the ability to attract users with the app ling feature be ide all tho e 
multimedia elements. 
As presented in Figure 7.6 in page 93 based on feedback fr m que ti n number 
6, 54% of the respondents mostly preferred the crossword puzzle part as their favorite . 
25% of the respondents indicated that they find that the i traphi al c ntcn are the part 
they most attracted to. While 13% of them chose quizze section. he re t f th m ( % 
claim that it the introduction about YWfi:M. as their fav rite . hus, thi clear! that 
each part of :M.fiYW part ma aura t different kind f u er . urth rm re wa 
developed to suitabl adapt and t pp alin t all 
A pre ent d in i urc 7.7 in 1 n 
nd mt laim th 11 th 
I, bus d f'1 Ill qu ! ll II num ' 
m t u er . 2 % C th r p nd n i11d1 ·at I th ti th tin I th 1t th 11111 111 lto11 tl 111 
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:M.fi:M. were less attractive to most users. While 8% of them chose the bi graphi I 
contents. The rest of them (11 %) chose crossword puzzle part a. th I , aur . ti p ti. 
It can be said that the less attractive part to most users should be enhanc and nri h d 
with various kind of interactive features to increase user interest and under tand bili 111 
the future. 
Based on feedback from question number 8, an analysis ha b en made t th 
respondents comments for future enhancements of this type of educational package 
especially on :M.fi:M.. All those given valuable comments have been analy e in order to 
improve the quality of this educational software. 
Part of user suggestions are; adding in more lesson to further c mp! te the L aching 
and learning materials beside enhance the learning capability f thi ducati nal oftwarc, 
enabling the installation of the :M.fi:M. educational p cka , th war will allow u er t 
save the quiz if they cannot complete in time and continue later wh re the I ft ff 
provide Malay language package to attract more u er (bilingual package), add m re 
interactivity on all the modules, etc. 
Thus, the comments have been adapted a thi oftware future nhan m nt and 
being list out in the '7. 6 Futur Enhan ~111 nt' p rt in th 'Evaluation' cha pt r in 
page 8. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Whenever we bought a product specifically a software package, u ually it will d 
the user manual. For MhM educational software, this user manual i requir d t g1 full 
understanding on how this software functioning and especially for first time user. o that, 
the user won't hesitate and confused with what they done when using the o 
Part 1: Hardware and Software Requirements 
Hardware Requirements 
Listed below are the hardwar requirement for MhM: 
);;>- p with 133 MHz Proce r r higher (Intel Pentium Proces r recommended) 
);;>- Minimum 16 MB RAM (32 recommended) 
);;>- D-ROM drive 1 6X or higher 
);;>- mouse 
oftware Requirements 
he software requir m n nc d d t nm thi · pa n ur : 
).- Mier ft Wind · 8 r h1 h 
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Part 2: Getting Started 
1. Insert the CD into your CD-ROM drive 
2. wait until !M.li!M. appear on your desktop. This is an auto-run -ROM 
3. If nothing happen,select your CD-ROM drive in Windows xplorer or M 
Computer icon 
4. Click on the file Mh.M.exe to start the program. 
5. No installation is necessary to use !M.li!M. package. 
Part 3: Navigation Through the System. 
Navigation through the package i fairly simple. At each main creen, (main 
interface, about !M.li:M, quizzes, game ) the objec on the creen are interactive and 
clicking on them may bring you to another screen. 
ven so, buttons are al o provided at h tt m of ev r reen f r na i aun 
purpose. This package is required to ha e good and effici nt interfac in rd r f r u ed 
to browse easily. This package use the Graphical u "r interfa o applicati n appr a h 
for better visual effects to the end u er . Th u auo rm anm ful capti n and ic n will 
help users to use this package confid ntl with a minimum duran n. 
1 ... 0 
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These are the buttons used in this software and its meaning: 
No. 
1. 
Button Meaning 
To know what the software provides and 
offered 
2. 
To solve the quizzes question provided 
about the history makers 
3. 
To solve crossword puzzle game related 
to the history makers contents. 
4. 
List out authorized resources where the 
information was retrieved 
5. 
List out the history makers by name after 
selecting their category 
6. 
7. 
The timeframe that divided all the makers 
by the years they were in 
Go to all Malaysia past and present Yang 
Di Pertuan Agong 
8. 
Go to all Malaysia past and present Primo 
Ministers 
9. 
10. 
,'• \'- ·-:· ·-,. :·~·, .. ~·:J ·: t , 'i";i. .~ 
' '•I • • I 
F ' ' t f • ' l, I j ' 
. .. . .,.., 
o to all Malay ia p t and pro nt 
Political Mak rs 
G to nil Mal 1 i \past md p1 . nl 
nu rn • M lkcra 
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Go to all Malaysia past and present 
Militiry Makers 11. 
Go to all Malaysia past and present 
Entertainment Makers 12. 
Sports 9.1.akgrs Go to all Malaysia past and present 
Sports Makers 13. 
To print selected pages in 5Kh9t1. 14. Print 
Exit To exit from 9t1.li!M 15. 
( Answer ) To get the full solution for crossword 
puzzle 
16. 
[Try Again) To try again to solve the crossword puzzle 17. 
Go to the next page in the history makers 
section 
18. 
Go to the previous page in the history 
makers section 
19. 
o to the next page in the quizzes 
20. 
o to the pr vi u pu in th qurzz • 
sc lion 21. 
Table 8. l Navi ation md fuucuonnl button. in ducntion ,1 soflwur 
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Part 4: Into !Af./i9,{_ 
The main page consist of. 
Figure 8.1: ~Ii~ - Malaysia History Makers Educational Software Main Page 
This is Malaysia History Makers main page. The main page mostly consist of the 
main menus that user may access most of section through the software. From here, u or 
may go to the main contents about the history maker by clicking the navi ation text that 
consists of <Rsrya[ty, Prime ~inistcrs, 'Oli.tical ~a~rs, usine s 5~a{U!rs, 5l1ifitary 
~a~rs, P,ntertaitttturrt ~cz~:rs atuf ports ~a~!·rs rs al o m y go t th oth r part 
of tho software such as )16cwt '~ffi'Jf, >ui <'. (jtwr,•J, r • out (.\ und th hi. tory m de r 
divided by the time fram at the b U m t th I tl rd f th m in P• c. 
12. 
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Figure 8.2: fM.lifM.- list of history makers selected by category 
This screen appears when you click Prime 5tf.inisters from the main page. From this part, 
user may choose which history makers they would like to go for. For Prime Ministers, 
currently, Malaysia only have four prime ministers from the past and present. So, if the 
user would like to know about the first Prime Minister, just click to text" 'Y.''1'.fM. '1imkf1 
}4 6diif <RJifiman <Putra }f f-JfaJ Th n tho biographical information about him will 
appear. From here, user may also exit from the software and print the select d pa '0. 
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Malaysia History twfllkers has been foreseen es educational sol\"''rc •m prominent Mnlny i.111 fnun the pail .111d pn:~ut 
Those important people (leading Maloysiun.') arc wnong Royul1, Pnme Mini ters, Pulit1c11I Muk1m., Bu~irie .. ~ M k~~ M1hlU) 
Makers, Entertainment Makers um! Spons Mukcr~. 1 hose who an: It K'\111<1 lu tury 1rldh'f m tl11 oil ware, Ill'\: tlvm the )Cilr ol 
1957 until today. One main reason the history makera: were selected from 19~7 onwortl because 1957 i the year of M11h1 .1u' 
independence. perhaps there was more intormation and 'election on local hi~tt>ry mnken1 wru documented nd also can be 
retrieved. 
By adapting this software, the information r~mling MalayKi.i Iii. lory Mo1ker~ can be tudted through the U>C of the In tom;:il 
1ewun.:fi 1111d they can be represented by the use of interucuve muhi1ne{l1a V1llic11t11m Fu11hermurc, photuv ph 11J 
b1011rupl11cul prulilc will be enclo ed fi)r each hrstory maker.. U,,en ru able lo learn more ubout luc.:111 h1 tury nuke 111 
mun: intt.'1'C ·tin~ and imeracuvc ways besides ~archin11. for book and umcte 111 library or rch1\IC11 (common manu; Im thod) 
Mhm software was developed 10 be 11n inleractive '--duc:uional 110flware. So that, it alw pmvide. l!amc. and quine.' 10 Oilier to 
support learning besiJc:s euhunce user un<lerblum:.lnbilit) 
Maluys111 l11~1Ury M11ken; Software c:m be t1111mpo1tuncc to educ:at1uc1 Ill M11la)'Mll be 1tlc co11111butc~ to Mnh1y 10' IH tury 
rcsoun.~. Furthermore, by the: dtvclopmenl of the ~oliw11rc, 11 will undcnu1bly i:nh nee our ~ountry h1,1ory n::wuru:. th.11 11 
be very useflll for l'Uturc net:t.ls and rclerem:e~. Ou1~ider~ al~ can ~ily I am more about pan of our cotllltry' hi tory 
~pecifically about how the hf,tory makcN contribute their 11clcnowled11.cd ctlott to the COIUlll)'~ dc'--Cll>fll ll:lll. 
Figure 8.3: !Mfi:M- elaborates what the software provided and offered 
This screen appears when you click )f 6out :MfiM button from any part of the software. 
From this part, it will describe to users what this educational software is all about. User 
may read the text and listen to the audio narration describing about this software. From 
here, user may also exit from the software and print the selected page. 
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Qt .Who Is Malaysia "father of Independence"? 
A. T1111ku AbUul Rahmun 
B. Tun Abdul Razak 
C. Tun Hussein Onn 
Q3.Whu 11 the F'ltt Wom11n Go\'trnor of Rank 
ll.lcpna Mala) la'! 
A. R:olidah A1i1 
B. Zct1 Aktur Ungku A1.u 
< l.:ik1ah ltanum 
Q2.Wbcn Is Mala)'$1• lndtpcndcncc Day? 
A. 30 September 1957 
B. 31 August 1957 
C. 31 Auswst 1959 
Q4.Malay la flnil Y11n1 Dlpcrtuu AKllDll url •lnall~ rrum •••. 
A. Scl:mgor 
a Johor 
C Nc~t!fi embilan 
Figure 8.4: fM.li.fM.- quizzes section about the history makers 
This screen appears when you click Quizzes button from any part of the software. An 
audio command will follow in order to let user know what they have to do. From this 
part, each page there are four questions. Users may go to the next page for the n t of the 
questions provided. From here, user may also exit from the software and print the 
selected page. 
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QI .Who Is M1l11ysl1 "f1thcr of ln<kpendencc"? 
A. Tunku Abdul Ruhman 
0. Tun Abdul Razak 
C. Tun Hussein Onn 
QJ.Who IJ the Flrt Woman GoHmor of fbnk 
Neg1r. M1l1 sl1'/ 
A. Rufiduh /\,.;, 
B. Zeti Aktut Un~u Anr 
C'. L k1ah I Ianum 
Q2.Wbcm Is M1laysla Independence Day? 
A. 30 September 1957 
B. 31 Auguvt IQ57 
C. 31Augwt1959 
Q4 Mah1ysla first Y1ni: Dlpcnu1n A ooi: orli;ln111ly Irum ••.. 
A. Selangor 
B Johor 
C Negeri Sembllan 
Figure 8.5: !Mh!M- quizzes section (checking for answers) about the history makers 
This screen appears when you click Q!l'izzes button from any part of the software. From 
this part, each page there are four questions. Users may go to the next page for tho rest of 
the questions provided. To answer the question, drag your mouse to the answer text. then 
right click your preferred answer. For example, when answering Q3, the most accurate 
answer is Zeti)ffttarVnnfCTL)fzi.z. Ifthc user select this answer, .. Right!" tatement 
will appear. If not, "Wrong ! " statement will appear From hero, user may al o o it 
from the software and print the selected pa e. 
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Figure 8.6: !Mli!M- games section in !Mfi!M. 
This screen appears when you click <James button from any part of the software. An 
audio command will follow in order to let user know what they have to do. From this 
part, users may solve the crossword puzzle provided. Just drag and click your mouse to 
target box to insert each alphabet in each box. Tho right part of the p go is the "l g nd" 
or clues for each word. Users may go to the next pa e for the rest of the questions 
provided. From here, user may also exit from tho oftwan and print the s I .otcd pa r • 
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Figure 8. 7: :M.n:M.- games section (full solutions) in !Mli:M. 
This screen appears when you click qa111es button from any part of the software. From 
this part, users may solve the crossword puzzle provided. After completing the 
crossword puzzle, click to the " An wer " button. The full solutions for this crossword 
puzzle will appear. To solve the puzzle again, click " T•'Y AgHin ,. button and it will 
clear up all the solutions for another try. Users may go to the next page for the t of 
the questions provided. From here, user may also exit from the software and print the 
selected page. 
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1st Yang DiPertuan Agong 
2nd Yang OiPertuan Agong 
3rd Yang DIPertuan Agong 
4th Yang DiPertuan Agong 
Aziz Satar 
Dato' Ahmad Nordin 
Dr. Mustapha Bin Osman 
lbrahlm Pendek 
Jins Shamsuddln 
Lt Jen Tan Sri Abdul Hamid bin Bidin 
Lt Jen Tan Sri Dato' Ungku Nazaruddln 
bin Ungku Mohamed 
Madam Bibi Aishah Blnti Hamidon 
Mahmud June 
Omar Rojik 
P.G.Um 
P.Romlee 
Roseyatlmah 
S. Kadarisman 
S. Roomal Noor 
S Shamsudln 
Saadiah 
Saloma 
Sarimah 
Siput Sarawak 
Tan Sri Doto' Senu bin Abdul Rohman 
Tan Sri Or. Selma Bintl Ismail 
Tun Mohamed Sallah I mac! 
Tun Syed Sheh Bin Syed Hassan Bornkbah 
Tunku Abdul Rahman Putrs Al·HaJ 
Figure 8.8: ~Ii~ -list out the history makers in selected range in years 
This screen appears when you click 1950-1970 button from the software main page. 
From this part, lists of history makers within that range of time will app r. User may 
also click 1970-1990 and 1990-2003 button from the software main page. This will 
show you the lists of history makers within that range of time. From here, user may also 
exit from the software and print the selected page. 
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Ensaiklopediu Sejarah dan Kebudayaan Mel11yu Ji lid 4. K uala Lumpur · Dewun Ila ha · dsn Pu~• ku 
Kementerian Pendidikun Malay ia, l 999. 
Biografi Wanita. Peruwl, 1983. 
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Antura Yang Pcrtama di Malay\ta Dari Kedah. Alur Star : Perll'Jd11n~n r•crpu\lal(lun Awum KCl.L1h, 1991 
Figure 8.9: !Mli!M-list out the history makers authorized resources where the 
information was retrieved 
This screen appears when you click <R.;sources button from any part of the software. An 
audio command will follow in order to let user know what this part is all about From 
this part, it will show you the lists of the authorized resources where the information was 
retrieved. From here, user may also exit from the software and print the selected page. 
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Figure 8.10: MhM - pop up window for print function 
Whenever user in a need to print the software contents of parts that they preferred.just 
click" Print" button that exist within each part of the software. The pop-up window 
will appear for that purpose. Users have to complete the print function propertie and 
click print to start printing. Most of all, user may exit from using the software anytime 
the prefer by clicking .. F:xit " button within the software. 
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